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Sortie Exposition autre
manifestation permanente
Adresse : 5 Bis Rue Portalet,
Organisateur : S2H Communication
Ref annonce gratuite : www.agenda-des-sorties.com/detail.php?id=150099

TEXTILE ARTIST PRESENTS HIS FIRST SHOWCASE IN HYÈRES (FRANCE) “TOTEM”
WEAVING IS TALKING June 28th-July 24th - Gallery LM Studio 5 Bis Rue Portalet / 83400
Hyeres Open: Tuesday to Sunday 11 am to 6 pm
Sebastien Courty is a French textile artist based in NY. For the summer season, the artist
goes back to France to showcase his latest work, six individual hand stitched totems that
embody six different countries, their natural and manufactured resources. Each totem is
handmade, wavered by Courty himself in his atelier. He picked countries based on the
materials they export most, as an opportunity to draft a singular identity through natural
resources and commercial success. The six countries are Peru, Ivory Cost, Tanzania,
India, China and New-Zealand. Each weaving - framed in an elegant wooden box features natural and manufactured materials. Silk, cotton, gold thread, rubber, corn fibre,
copper yarns, beads and other precious stones will underlap in meaningful patterns. The
dimension of each panel (13”x60”) enables the visitor to dive in each country’s culture and
learn more about their social and economical life. With the artist’s vision, the textile reaches
a new dimension, where design meets with art in a prospective reflexion. Not limited to
fibers, his work encompass any material that will allow hand stitching methods in a very
contemporary approach. Each visitor will see different patterns and meanings to the panels
showcased by him, in conjunction with the Design parade Festival at the famous Villa
Noailles.
Abonnez-vous à notre Newsletter et recevez chaque semaine le programme des manifestations de HYERES pour les 8
prochains jours
Coordonnées GPS
Lat. : 43°7'15.07"N
Lng : 06°7'42.82"E

